
Science Week 2020 Pupil Voice 

 

Year 1 

“I enjoyed making boats to investigate how many cubes we 

could put in before it drowned. I put 213 cubes in before it 

sank. Our boats were made of paper but cardboard might 

have held even more because it’s stronger.”  

 

Year 2 

“I loved Claire’s visit about blood. I learnt that there are 

white blood cells that help protect the body from colds and 

infections. Red blood cells you can easily see because they’re 

your blood! Platelets curl up like they’re sleeping around the 

blood cells then when you get cut they open up and stop 

some blood escaping.” 

 

Year 2 

“I loved Mark’s assembly because when the bottle let out the 

black smoke I felt a bit scared but very excited because I 

didn’t know what would happen.” 

 

Year 3 

“I really liked making rockets because we had to show good 

teamwork and also they exploded!” 

 



Year 3 

“I don’t have a favourite session; it’s all been amazing!” 

 

Year 3 

“I’m excited for this afternoon because we’re going to the 

Common to fly the rockets we’ve made. To make them fly we 

had to make the wings streamlined and make them like 

javelins. They’re narrow so they capture fewer air particles 

when they fly.” 

Year 4 

“I loved building rockets because it was interesting how to 

mix chemicals to make an explosion which made the rocket 

shoot into the air…we got to see forces in action like the push 

pushinh it up, air resistance slowing it down and gravity 

pulling it down.” 

 

Year 4 

 “I loved drawing pictures on tin foil then seeing them float 

up. The point shapes had less water resistance.” 

 

  



Year 4 

“Making rockets was super fun and they exploded 

everywhere!. We mixed vinegar and bicarbonate of soda and 

they fizzed together then the rocket shot up. Air resistance 

slowed the rockets down but not much because the rockets 

had a small surface area, fins and a pointy top so they glided 

through the sky.” 

Year 5 

“My favourite activity in science week was dissecting a heart 

because I liked seeing all the bits inside like the atriums and 

ventricles that you wouldn’t know are there.” 

 

Year 5 

 “I loved learning that veins take the blood into the heart and 

arteries take it away.” 

 

Year 5 

“I found the heart dissection inspiring because it made me 

learn lots about how the heart works for example the blood 

goes in a circle around the body and gets refreshed in the 

lungs. I was amazed that the same blood keeps going round 

and round.” 

 

 

 



Year 6 

“I loved the assembly with all the different experiments with 

fire, especially when he set his hand on fire – it was 

exhilarating and startling!” 

 

Year 6 

 “The heart dissection was amazing as it was cool to see 

what’s inside our heart. I learnt lots about blood and how it 

works within the circulatory system. For example the left 

ventricle is bigger because its job is to pump blood around 

the whole body whereas the right ventricle just pumps blood 

to the lungs to re-oxygenate.” 

 

Year 6 

 “I enjoyed our trip to the Oval where we did tree planting 

because we learnt about the eco systems in the orchard and 

the woods there. I learnt that apple trees have their own eco 

system: they are good for bugs who plant their larvae in the 

wood as well as for hedgehogs who hide in their hollow 

trunks.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


